Placement of Ph.D.s

Employment of recent University of Washington Ph.D.s in Classics:

Megan O'Donald ('19), Lecturer, University of Puget Sound

Konnor Clark ('19), Teacher, Eton School (Bellevue, WA)

Daniel Conner ('18), Visiting Assistant Professor, Purdue University

Charles Carver ('18), Teacher, BASIS Phoenix (Phoenix, AZ)

Alberto Requejo ('17), Teacher, Saint Louis Priory School (St Louis, MO)

Adriana Vazquez ('17), Assistant Professor, UCLA

Eunice Kim ('17), Assistant Professor, Furman University

Matthew Gorey ('17), Visiting Assistant Professor, Wabash College

Joshua Hartman ('16), Visiting Assistant Professor, Kalamazoo College

Bridget Langley ('16), Lecturer, University of Arizona

Rachel Carlson ('15), Teacher, Delbarton School (Morristown, NJ)

Allison Das ('15), Teacher, The Kinkaid School (Houston, TX)

Brandon Jones ('15), Visiting Assistant Professor, Boston University

Jessica Kapteyn ('15), Teacher, Sacred Heart Academy (Hamden, CT)

Naomi T. Campa ('14), Visiting Assistant Professor, Kenyon College

Lissa Crofton-Sleigh ('14), Lecturer, Santa Clara University

Morgan Palmer ('14), Assistant Professor of Practice, University of Nebraska

Laura Zientek ('14), Visiting Assistant Professor, Reed College
Melissa Funke ('13), Assistant Professor, University of Winnipeg

Alexandra Kennedy ('13), working at Stripe

Jaime Volker ('12), Director of Operations, Puget Sound Puppers

Ashli Baker ('11), Assistant Professor, Bucknell University

Robin Greene ('11), Associate Professor, Providence College

Colin Shelton ('11), Lecturer, University of Chicago

Richard Fernando Buxton ('10), Assistant Professor, Colorado College

Hans-Peder Hanson ('10), Metrics Analyst, Science Resource Office, Los Alamos National Lab

Sonia Isaacs ('10), Life coach

Lindsay Morse ('10), Co-Founder, Puzzle Break

Mark Nugent ('10), Assistant Professor, University of Victoria

Alex Dressler ('09), Associate Professor, University of Wisconsin

Molly Herbert ('09), Senior Lecturer, University of North Dakota

Kari R. Ceaicovschi ('08), Teacher, Veritas Scholars Academy Online; Adjunct Instructor in Latin, Carroll College

Ryan Platte ('08), Associate Professor, Northwestern University

Christina Franzen ('07), Associate Professor, Marshall University

Yurie Hong ('07), Associate Professor, Gustavus Adolphus College

Marilyn Likosky ('07), Writer/editor

Eric Ross ('07), Associate Professor, University of North Dakota

Jackie Murray ('05), Assistant Professor, University of Kentucky

Erika Nesholm ('05), Executive Director, Nesholm Family Foundation

Marco Zangari ('05), Adjunct Professor, Seattle University
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